Let the Sunshine In!

ASTA NEWS

Before it goes into the exam period, we cannot resist to celebrate some events and the barrel-days with you. True to the slogan: Let the Sunshine In!

Your AStA

Opening Hours of the AStA office

The AStA office is on Monday from 10.30 - 13.30 and Wednesday from 16.30 - 19.00 for you open!

The Alte Weinfass

05.06. - Winery Kees - Kieren - “Veggie Fass”
12.06. - Winery Meintzinger - “Mediterranes Weinfass”
25.06. - Winery Hahn - “Hessen-Idea Sommerfest”

Become part of the AStA!

We are always on the looking for some helping hands. To be part of the Alte Weinfass team, or at our parties behind the counter, or as DJ or photographer!
That could be something for you? Then please contact us at asta@hs-gm.de or contact us directly at the Alten Weinfass, at events or on campus.

The **Social Department** - from now on for you here!

You have problems with the financial of your studies, need an open ear or just information to whom you can tell your situation? Then you are exactly right here!

We will work with you to find solutions or answers to your problems, concerns or questions. With us you are in a good hands when it comes to questions about the financing of your studies or for the advice and assistance in completing the BAföG application.

**Job offer**
The media department is looking for a social media manager! A place for Facebook and Instagram gurus who want to create and organize the regular Post for the AStA. That could be something for you? Then please contact us at asta@hs-gm.de or contact us directly on the campus.

---

**Our Facebook-Group**

You are looking for a part time job, a new flat share or would like to learn more about events in Geisenheim? Then you should definitely visit our Facebook groups by visiting the following links:

- **HGU Erstsemester 2018**
- **Jobbörse**
- **WG- & Wohnungsbörse**
Bootsparty

The Bootsparty!

To all the hobby pirates, for seals and sailors under you - on 07 June is again: Bootsparty go! Sand your wooden leg, polish the glass eye and ride with us and your favorite Character in the sunset! Equip yourself with enough sunscreen and one, two wings, so we do not have to drown anyone - because this year we didn't picked out any boat, but the largest ferry in the region. That's right, the big Mary Roos! In addition to a lot of beer, Schobbe in de Dos and Gin Tonic you will be served by a food truck. And it would not be a party if we did not have a colorful program of DJs for you: from Electro-Swing (remember the evenings at Hajo's at the beginning of the last years?) With live saxophone, over the finest electronic compositions of a Dresden globetrotter and the ASTA cardboard noses!

**When:** Boarding 14.30 o'clock / departure 16.00 o'clock/ arrived 22.00 o'clock

**Where:** Geisenheim, opposite from wine tasting stand

**Preis:** 18€ im office, 20€ online

**Tickets** you get it in ASTA office in the opening hours or on
01. - 30.06.

Academic Bicycle Challenge

The Academic Bicycle Challenge (ABC) is the new international cycling competition for universities. The ABC is looking for the bicycle most active universities in the world - and we want to be one of them this June! For this we need you:

Pedal for a month for your fitness and the climate protection, earning miles for our college!

Whether at leisure or on the way to college. All rides on the bike count - everywhere. It is then evaluated per capita. This means that you have a far greater impact on our bottom line than, for example, an employee at the University of Frankfurt, because we are small but nice!

Here’s how: Install the Naviki app, enable your participation in the ABC in the app settings, join a team or start your own. Then simply cycle and record all trips with the app. So you collect miles for yourself, for your team, your field of study and for our university. This directly affects the spreadsheets that you can follow at any time in the app. Every day the tension increases! Who is ahead?

All students and employees can participate.

The ABC lasts from 1 to 30 June 2019.

05.06.

Special Interest day 2019 - CAD und GIS

Information event

The Special Interest day of Widemann Systeme GmbH deals with the topics of planning data creation, data exchange and the provision of data. Cross-industry, Widemann talks about cutting-edge topics in urban planning, landscape
architecture - from BIM, INSPIRE and XPlanung to modern cadastre solutions for the tree and cemetery administration.
More information about the free information event and an online registration form can be found here.

**When:** 9 - 14 o’clock  
**Where:** HS 34  

---

**06.06.**

**situations event**  
**Seminar**

The following 2 seminars are offered:  
By Madina Akan, Institute of Microbiology and Biochemistry,  
Co-fermentation as a means to generate low alcohol beverages with full flavor  
By Elisabeth Obermair, Institute for Fresh Product Logistics,  
Analysis of the implementation of the omni-channel concept in the food retail sector.

**When:** 15.30 - 18 o’clock  
**Where:** HS 8, “Alte Phyto“

---

**13.06.**

**Thirsty Thursday**  
**Party**

Are you ready for Pfungstadt beer and various wines? Unnecessary question, of course you are! The band “Britney Bitches” provides a chilled, danceable sound for the sunset. No matter if you want to enjoy the summer evening in a relaxed way or if you want to dance - you are all cordially invited. Nobody should go home thirsty on "Thirsty Thursday"!

**When:** 20 o’clock  
**Where:** Rhenania Haus, Rüdesheimerstr. 16, Geisenheim
14. - 15.06.

**Young Wine - Wine Presentation**

*Tasting*

The vintage 2018 is filled and the new wines are presented. The varied wine list is ready for tasting. The team of the winery of the university is available on both days for consultation and information. As in previous years, butcher Bach from Assmanshausen will provide fine food.

**When:** 14.06. from 10 o’clock to 15.06. 17 o’clock  
**Where:** Wine sales of The University

18.06.

**Sommer Festival**

*Celebration*

It is celebrated again on campus! The Presidium and we as your AStA cordially invite you to the University Summer Festival. It was put together again a varied stage program with live music and various games and sports. In the park at the administration we will provide again for the right food. It is up to you to bring good mood and good weather!

The sensory department also has a surprise in store for you! At this year’s summer festival of the university, we have for you a tasting with wines from all over the world. And the highlight - there will be no tasting fee!

Furthermore, there will be a small tasting contest with 5 blind tasted wines, where the following things can be guessed: country, growing area, varieties and vintage.

Every hour there will be a new tasting competition with different wines each. The number of participants is limited to max. 25 people per tasting competition limited. The winner receives a prize for his performance. We start at 15 o’clock, while stocks last!

**When:** from 15 o’clock  
**Where:** Event Park of the University
25.06.

Hessen-Ideen Sommer Festival
Celebration

Hesse celebrates its ideas! You are cordially invited to join in the celebration, to marvel and to get to know innovative ideas from Hesse and the network of "Hessen Ideen" in an atmospheric evening atmosphere.

Since the first "Hessen Ideas Competition" in 2016, "Hessen Ideen" has developed into a successful, nationwide initiative to promote start-up ideas from Hessian universities. Together with you and the academic start-up community Hessen "Hessen Ideen" is celebrated.

At the beginning of the evening u.a. the Hessian Minister of State for Science and Art Mrs. Angela Dorn give a greeting. Afterwards you can expect an attractive program in which u.a. exciting start-ups from the Hessian universities present their ideas in a founding slogan. Be there and take the chance to meet with players from the Hessian as well as the nationwide start-up scene. The wine barrel team provides the finest delicacies from the grill and delicious regional wines.

When: from 16 Uhr
Where: Event Park of the University

25.06.

Geisenheimer Science Pub
Listen, Exchange, Discuss

Science to touch! Look forward to an exciting exchange with scientists from the University of Geisenheim University in a cozy atmosphere in the restaurant Zwei und Zwanzig in Geisenheim.

3 scientists present their respective research topic and immediately afterwards questions may be asked and opinions exchanged in the audience. Come as you are! Food and drink during the event is also allowed. More Infos...
**When:** from 19.30 o’clock
**Where:** Zwei und Zwanzig in Geisenheim

**The entrance is free.** First come, first serve!
Around Geisenheim

01. - 02.06.
Eltviller Rosentage

Event
A party around the Queen of Flowers, in the city center and the Kurfürstlichen Burg. The traditional feast for the whole family in the city center and in the Kurfürstlichen Burg offers an attractive program of handicraft and rose markets, live festivals, open Sunday, children’s program, thematic tours, lots of action in the shops and more. More information can be found here!

22.06. - 31.08.
Rheingau Music Festival 2019

Festival
The Rheingau Music Festival is one of the largest music festivals in Europe and organizes more than 170 concerts in the entire region from Frankfurt via Wiesbaden to the Middle Rhine Valley every year. Unique cultural monuments such as Kloster Eberbach, Schloss Johannisberg, Schloss Vollrads and the Kurhaus Wiesbaden as well as cozy wineries are transformed into concert stages for stars of the international music scene, from classical to jazz to cabaret and world music.

More information and maps are available hier!
Learning and Working, where is the next vacation

*Katholische Hochschulgemeinde*

Mountain farmers in the high mountain regions of South Tyrol (Italy) earn their living under difficult conditions: lonely farms, rough terrain, steep slopes, work without machinery and original nature. Their economic conditions require assistance with haymaking, livestock farming, forestry and household work. Two students each support the mountain farmers at the farm. You experience the workday and are rewarded beyond the work with the life in a beautiful mountain world and the hospitality of the farming families. Previous knowledge is not required. A certificate is issued.

For more Infos provided by khg@khg-wiesbaden.de

**Deadline:** 5. July

**Price:** 60,-€
Meetings

*Senat, StuPa, AStA*

04.06. **68. Senatssitzung**
*from 14 to 18 o'clock, Goethezimmer at University*

**StuPa Sitzung:**
18.06.
*Invitation will follow via mail
Location will be announced*

**AStA Sitzungen:**
*no more sessions this summer semester*

Follow the AStA on Facebook and Instagram for current news:

Facebook

Instagram